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TOP SECRET "U"

23 June, 194-5

-RncTCfisdi and V/erner

SUBJECT: Ere linanary Interrogation Report: 0**°^^^^,

TO: Signal Intelligence Officers: 887
European Theater of Operations, United States iJr y,

. Twelfth Amy Group, iPO 655, US Lt^
Seventh US i.rw, AEO 758, US Arny.

1. a. Otto Buggisch, Fh D, Mathematics
W^^^^^^^.^^Vfrom SSfersity

subject on 21 June 1945 at th6 ^vw IC He received '"''^^

of Darmstadt and taught in various schools in the *
^"^'t^^^.

came into the i.rmy in Kay 1939 in the ^ir Corps. In 1940 he was trans

ferred to the Nachrichteh Truppen and worked with i-rn^ Group b aurxag

the campaign in Prance. He had no original training for c^P^^^^^J^J;^^
and was purely mathematically inolinedo Prior to the conclusion oi the

French Campaign the French Cipher Machine 36 -was captured and he ana

three (3) other mathematicians made studies thereon and believed they

had successfully found a way to compromise traffic passed fey
thxs ma-

chiae. m fact, in 1942 and 1943 he claims to have had actual success

with this machine when it was again employed by the Free French. In

the latter part of July 1940 he was transferred, to the OKg, and was there

mainly concerned with 'the theoretical mathematical analysis of cipher

traffic. He worked on Russian traffic wFTich \vas all figures encipTiered

code traffic. His job and the other mathematically-minded personnel with

him was to remove the additives employed and to thereby lay bare the

code for the codebreakers. He c3.aims to have been very successful with

traffic passed by the political representatives in the iJrrajr. He contin-
ued to work with the OKH and in the winter of 1942 was transferred and
instead of working with cipher problems worked on security of German ci-
pher traffic. He is preparing a more lengthy survey of security of Ger-
man cipher machines which will be available within a few days.

«

b. Regarding other Allied cipher machines, he knows of extensive
work .^ne on traffic t?assed by th^- British Typex IVIachine but is not car-
tamj^ the success achieved. He first v/orked in the summer of 1943 on

'

M-209 traffic and sta:ted that unless we made an intarnal error in the
settings or thgy got messages with the exactly same external indicator
the traffic for all practical purposes is unbreakable, iio mention at
all v/as made of any studies being conducted from his point of view on
SIGABA traffic.

2; ,
Werner Liebknecht. Dr. Werner liebknecht, a German civilian, em-

ployed by the OKH and OKW as a tester of the results of newly developed
cxyptographic equipment, listed the various types of German telegraphiccipher machines and voice cipher machines. Following are the list ^fmachines used for telegraphic trcffic-

b« Schluessel Gerr^pt ^ tiuj; « -,

teletype: however, the shortfL J ^^^ned for use with the
production of this machiSr equipment prevented the

directly witfieleJ^e^eqSpr^ "^"^^^^^ employed
^ich can be attached to any tell+v^! l^^^^^^ ^'^^^^ °^ equipment
whxlfi the kO employs iq.

^ ^^J-^tJ^ machfae. The 42 employs 12 rotors
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to B*
- This nia-

chine developed by the Navy and is a
V^'J^e^^it. Has a totai

chine. It is similar to the 42; however, xt is one

of ten. (10) discs.

• , • ^ n n rJpvelopTDent near
e. Kriegs Sota-eiber - This '^'''^\lt\Z^7Vo^ ^^^^

Ohemiitz - is smaller than the Enigma and was plannea i

Usable for the field.

f . schluassal Sohr^iber - This --^'^^'^^^^J^^J'^lZft'y^T
very sniall - and enploys a fixed key - °"ly.*"°»^!ter ttese machines
being made and was designed for use by agents; however, tnese nia

were never completed.

Voxce CiT^her Machines :
According to Dr. Liebknecht no satisf^^

tory se^e Germ^ voice scraniblers or other voace
^Jf^^^.^^^^^^^^^^^.

a security standpoint for use have been developed. Many were xn the de

velopment stage;; however, none- were employed successfulxy. Some types

of machines tested or planned were as follows:

a. Time Scramblers.: Invented by Tigerstedt, a Swedish Inventor.

The time unit employed was 1/200, uOO to l/60,G00 of a second*

b. Carrier Variation: 1 to 3 ^old carrier variations were at-

tempted; however, the equipment problems, according to Liebknecht, were

very extensive. The 3 fold he has hopes for and expects to be able to

finish its development with enough time and cooperation. He believes

this to be extremely secure.

c. Superinposing noise of electrons on speech and taking it out

by 180 degree' phase J A fixed noise level was not at all successful, but

a variable number when employed had some small degree of success. This

plan was actually employed back in the North i^rican Campaign when com-
munication from Athens, Greece to Derna, North Africa via Crete was
maintained. ^ noise level of 1 to 4 was employed; however, the probxems
inwolved outweigh the advantages derived and the equipment was destroyed
by fire and never replaced. ^

d. Invent cr of Voice Frepuency,: With this system 20 to 40 per-
cent of the text is readable anyway. He believes that "amplifying the
phase reversal will in^jrove the security." The equijanent used in'^thxs
system is quite small.

3. These individuals have been passed on to ETOUSi. for more inten-
sive technical interrogation.

\

CHARLES W. FLINT
Major, Sig C.
Sig Int 0.


